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Part A 
 
Report to:  Audit Committee 
 
Date of meeting: Thursday, 23 November 2023 
 
Report author: Chief Finance Officer 
 
Title:   Statement of Accounts Update 
 
 
1.0 Summary 
 
1.1 This report sets out the latest position for external audit of the Statement of 

Accounts for 2020/21, 2021/22 and 2022/23.  It also provides an outline of the 
expected process for the external audit of the 2023/24 accounts.     

 
2.0 Risks 
 
2.1  

Nature of risk Consequence Suggested Control 
Measures 

Response 
(treat, 
tolerate, 
terminate or 
transfer) 

Risk 
Rating 
(combination 
of severity 
and 
likelihood) 

The Council’s 
Statement of 
Accounts are 
not approved 
and audited 
within the 
statutory 
timeframe 

Failure to comply 
with statutory 
timeline impacts on 
audit opinion 

Proactive liaison 
with the external 
audit team  

Tolerate (2*4)8 

 
 
3.0 Recommendations 
 
3.1 To note the update in relation to the 2021/22 and 2022/23 external audits. 

 
3.2 To note the progress in relation to onboarding the new external auditors for 

2023/24. 
 
 
 Further information: 
 Hannah Doney 
 hannah.doney@watford.gov.uk 
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 Report approved by:  
 Hannah Doney, Chief Finance Officer 
 
4.0 Detailed proposal 
 
4.1 Statement of Accounts 2020/21 

 
4.1.1 The audit team and Officers are working to close down the final lines of enquiry in 

order to conclude the audit as swiftly as possible.  A further oral update will be 
provided to the Committee at the meeting.   

 
4.2 External Audit of the Statement of Accounts 2021/22 and 2022/23 
 
4.2.1 The Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA) reported on 10 October 2023 that 

only 5 out of 467 local government bodies’ 2022/23 audit opinion had been given by 
the statutory deadline of 30 September 2023.  This takes the cumulative total for 
the backlog of outstanding audits to 914 across the sector with the majority of 
councils having outstanding audits for 2021/22 and 2022/23.   
 

4.2.2 In a press release the chair of the PSAA, Steve Freer said,  
The scale of the backlog of local audit opinions is becoming more and more 

serious. It is now very clear that an extraordinary intervention of some sort is 

urgently required to put the system back on track. Hopefully, current work to 

develop a solution can be concluded quickly, enabling details of the planned 

solution to be announced and implemented as soon as possible. 

 

An important strand of any solution must be to address the root causes of so 

many delayed opinions so that following its implementation the delivery of 

timely opinions is firmly and permanently re-established.’ 

 
4.2.3 In July, the Minister for Local Government (Lee Rowley) wrote to Councils and audit 

firms setting out the options being explored to address the backlog.  The letter is 
included at Appendix 1.  This included setting a backstop date for the completion of 
outstanding audits and a mechanism for qualifications or disclaimers of opinions 
where these could not be met with implementation of these proposals by 
December 2023.   
 

4.2.4 It is understood that a proposed solution will be consulted on during November.  
Without clarity on this solution, it is not possible to set out the approach to or 
timeline for the 2021/22 and 2022/23 audits.  The solution may result in the audits 
not being completed if the backstop date is set at 31 March 2024.   
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4.3 Statement of Accounts and External Audit 2023/24 
 
4.3.1 Officers are in the process of on boarding the new auditors and walkthroughs have 

taken place during the end of October and beginning of November.   

 

4.3.2 We have been able to facilitate this alongside the progress on the 2020/21 audit as 
the majority of these early enquiries do not require input from the Officers directly 
involved in responding to current audit queries.  Onboarding has included 
engagement with ICT, Internal Audit and the Monitoring Officer.   
 

4.3.3 The draft audit plan for 2023/24 is elsewhere on the agenda.  An interim audit 
covering transactions during the first ten months of the financial year will take place 
in February and March ahead of the main audit in the summer.   
 

4.4 Audit Fees 
 

4.4.1 The Financial Monitoring Report includes a reported overspend of £0.148m in 
relation to external audit fees.   The Council has now received the final invoice from 
the external auditors for the 2019/20 audits of the main statement of accounts and 
housing benefits audits.  The fee for the main audit is set by the PSAA for all 
authorities who opt into the national procurement.  This is known as the 'scale fee.'  
The PSAA also oversee requests for additional fees over and above the scale fee.  
The scale fee due to the external auditors for 2019/20 was £0.040m.  A fee variation 
proposal was submitted to the PSAA by the external auditors for an additional 
£0.168m.  After consideration of the proposal, the PSAA have agreed a variation of 
£0.119m taking the total fee to £0.159m for the main audit.   
 

4.4.2 The scale fees for 2020/21, 2021/22 and 2022/23 were also set at £0.040m.   
 
4.4.3 The Redmond review (Independent Review into the Oversight of Local Audit and the 

Transparency of Local Authority Financial Reporting undertaken by Sir Tony 
Redmond and published in September 2020) highlighted the level of audit fees as 
one of the key barriers to resilience, quality, skills and training within the external 
audit sector and specifically recommended that ‘the current fee structure for local 
audit to be revised to ensure that adequate resources are deployed to meet the full 
extent of local audit requirements.’    

 
4.4.4 Following the recent national procurement exercise, the PSAA have recently 

consulted on the scale fee for 2023/24 onwards.  The full consultation is included at 
Appendix 2.  The proposal sets out a 151% increase to the core scale fee plus 
adjustments for additional work undertaken as a result of changes to audit 
standards.  This is likely to result in an increase of around £0.160m per year.   
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4.4.5 The final 2023/24 fee scale and the PSAA’s consultation response will be published 
by Thursday 30 November 2023.  The increase in scale fee will be built into the 
Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy through the budget setting process.  The 
increase in costs is recognised as a cost pressure by DLUCH however, at this stage 
no new burdens funding has been confirmed.   
 

5.0 Implications 
 
5.1 Financial 
 
5.1.1 The Chief Finance Officer comments that the additional audit fees for 2019/20 are 

included in the Council’s in year monitoring position and ongoing additional costs 
will be factored into the Council’s budget setting process.    

 
5.2 Legal Issues (Monitoring Officer) 
 
5.2.1 The Group Head of Democracy and Governance comments that there are no direct 

legal implications arising from this report. 
 
5.3 Equalities, Human Rights and Data Protection 
 
5.3.1 Under s149 (1) of the Equality Act the council must have due regard, in the exercise 

of its functions, to the need to – 
 

• eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct 
prohibited by the Act 

• advance equality of opportunity between persons who share relevant protected 
characteristics and persons who do not share them 

• foster good relations between persons who share relevant protected 
characteristics and persons who do not share them. 

 
 Having had regard to the council’s obligations under s149, it is considered that there 

are no equalities or human rights implications.   
 
5.4 Staffing 
  
5.4.1 There are no staffing implications arising from this report. 
 
5.5 Accommodation 
  
5.5.1 There are no accommodation implications arising from this report. 
 
5.6 Community Safety/Crime and Disorder 
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5.6.1 There are no community safety/crime and disorder implications arising from this 
report.  

 
5.7 Sustainability 
  
5.7.1 There are no sustainability implications arising from this report. 
 
 
Appendices 

 
Appendix 1 – Letter from Minister for Local Government to Councils and Audit firms 
Appendix 2 – PSAA Consultation on the 2023/24 audit fee scale 
 

Background Papers 
 

Statement of Accounts Update report to Audit Committee 26 July 2023 
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To: Local Authority Chief Executives, Local Authority 

Leaders and 

Chief Financial Officers in England, and  

Local Audit Firm Partners 

 

  Lee Rowley MP 

Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Local 

Government and Building Safety   

  

Department for Levelling Up, Housing and 

Communities 

Fry Building  
2 Marsham Street  
London  
SW1P 4DF 

 

             18 July 2023 

Dear Chief Executive / Chief Financial Officer / Local Authority Leaders / Local Audit Firm Partners, 

This letter comprises an update on work since the Spring that DLUHC officials, along with Financial 

Reporting Council (FRC) colleagues, have undertaken to address the significant backlog of local audits in 

England and develop a sustainable solution to the timeliness challenges which the sector has faced in 

recent years.  At the time of writing, only 27% of local audits have been completed for the financial year 

2021-22.  The combined total of outstanding local audits dating back to 2015-16 is now totalling nearly 

520.  

The attached paper derives from the recent work and outlines a proposed approach to resolving these 

issues, which has been agreed in principle with key partners across the local audit system. As Leaders of 

Local Authorities, Chief Executive Officers and Chief Financial Officers, you and your finance teams, 

alongside your auditors and Key Audit Partners, are critical to delivering high-quality financial reporting 

and audit in the public interest.  As the paper suggests, decisive and concerted action is required to deal 

with the challenges in the local audit system. I would very much welcome your support in these 

endeavours and DLUHC officials will continue to engage with you as these proposals are further 

developed. 

In summary, we are proposing that the National Audit Office (NAO) and DLUHC set a series of statutory 

deadlines for accounts preparers and auditors to clear the backlog of delayed audits for financial years 

2015/16 to present.  Auditors would then be required to provide as much assurance as possible for these 

outstanding years, reporting as normal any significant concerns they have on an organisation’s financial 

controls and financial reporting, as well as financial resilience, governance and risk.  Where necessary, it 

is intended that auditors would need to limit their opinion, making clear to the user of the accounts 

where full evidence hasn’t been confirmed, and which the auditor is therefore unable to provide 

assurance over.  Auditors’ statutory duty to report on value for money (VfM) arrangements and their 

statutory audit powers (such as the power to make statutory recommendations or produce Public 

Interest Reports where necessary) will remain a high priority. 

It will be the case that these deadlines may result in qualifications and disclaimers of opinion in the short 
term for a number of local bodies.  We believe that these steps are necessary to reset the system and to 
restore the assurance which is provided by timely annual audits.  Whilst further detailed work is needed 
across the Summer, there is broad consensus across the system that without any action being taken, 
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delays will continue for a number of years, and in that scenario, when the delayed audits are reported 
they will offer little if any assurance about the current position. In the meantime, there is a heightened 
risk of auditors not identifying and reporting on important, more current issues. We must ensure the 
capacity of the sector is focused on the most recent position as soon as possible. 

It is critical that a repeat of the backlog is avoided in the future.  Work across the local audit system must 
therefore be sustainable and ensure proportionate financial reporting requirements, auditing 
requirements and regulatory requirements are in place.   

The Comptroller & Auditor General (C&AG) is therefore considering changes to the Code of Audit 
Practice on certain balances in the accounts to prevent continued local audit delays while a broader 
solution is sought.  Potential changes would be time limited and would need to be supported by wider 
changes to standards and regulation.  The C&AG will of course keep the Code of Audit Practice under 
review and will consider the effectiveness and operation of any changes made to the Code. This would 
inform a wider review of the measures to clear the backlog outlined above. 

To support this broader work, it is important that the accounting framework set through the Chartered 

Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s (CIPFA) Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting 

carefully balances the need for adherence to financial standards against the needs of the users of local 

authority financial information, including ensuring the accounts are still useful and valuable to the 

taxpayer.  CIPFA is therefore exploring changes to the Code for the medium and long term, in order to 

enable a more proportionate approach to the accounting requirements for local authority non-

investment assets and pension valuations for a local authority context.  

CIPFA has already made a temporary adjustment to the Accounting Code on the reporting requirements 

for valuation of local authority infrastructure assets, to support amendments to regulation made by 

DLUHC in December 2022.  However, clearly a long-term solution needs to be developed. This will take 

longer than the current temporary measures (both legislative and Code based) allow.  As such, DLUHC 

will seek to extend the changes made to legislation last year and CIPFA will consider whether the current 

amendments to the Code can be extended in tandem. 

In terms of ongoing regulatory requirements, the FRC has committed to set out annually its planned 
regulatory programme, areas of focus and how its inspection activity serves the public interest. As part 
of this work, the FRC intends to clearly set out how its inspection activity will review auditors’ work on 
operational assets and pensions valuation, the rationale for doing so and examples of good practice.   
The FRC’s inspection activity will continue to review compliance with auditing and ethical standards, any 
revised Code of Audit Practice and associated guidance. The FRC is also working with auditors, 
practitioners and regulatory bodies to consider whether changes to the level of audit materiality may be 
beneficial. This work is expected to conclude before the end of the year. 

The Levelling Up, Housing and Community Committee is conducting an inquiry into Local Financial 

Reporting and Audit. I gave evidence to the Committee on 17 July and I have shared a copy of the 

enclosed cross-system statement with the Committee Chair. 

The proposals will be subject to further work and engagement across the system over the Summer, 

including with Section 151 Officers, Chief Executive Officers, elected representatives, the Local 

Government Association and audit firms.  We look forward to discussing this further with you in the 

coming weeks and will ensure that there are arrangements in place to engage all parts of the local audit 

sector, including the range of local bodies.  Subject to the conclusion of the appropriate details, we 

anticipate changes to the relevant codes and standards will be made in time for implementation to begin 

by the end of December 2023. 

Yours sincerely, 
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LEE ROWLEY MP 

Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for 

Local Government and Building Safety 
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Public Sector Audit Appointments Limited (PSAA) is an 

independent company limited by guarantee incorporated by 

the Local Government Association in August 2014. 

The Secretary of State has specified PSAA as an appointing 

person for eligible local government bodies for audits from 

2018/19, under the provisions of the Local Audit and 

Accountability Act 2014 and the Local Audit (Appointing 

Person) Regulations 2015. 

PSAA is responsible for appointing an auditor and setting 

scales of fees for relevant principal authorities that have 

chosen to opt into its national scheme, and managing the 

contracts with audit firms to provide the audit services 

required. 
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Summary  

1 This consultation invites audited bodies and other stakeholders to submit views on 

PSAA’s proposals for setting the fee scale for the 2023/24 audits. At this stage, it is 

expected that audit work under this fee scale will largely be undertaken from autumn 

2024 onwards. However, there is currently a local audit system-wide discussion taking 

place about the possible timetable for the audit work for 2023/24 and earlier years for 

which audit opinions are currently outstanding.  

2 The 2023/24 audits are the first in the second five-year appointing period. PSAA 

awarded new contracts for this appointing period in 2022 to six audit firms, following a 

challenging and protracted procurement. The procurement demonstrated clearly the 

limited audit capacity available to meet the demands of the local audit market.  

3 This consultation on the 2023/24 fee scale is taking place at a time of change in the local 

audit system. Consultees will be aware that the audit profession has been subject to 

high levels of scrutiny in recent years following several widely reported financial failures 

in the private sector. Over this period there have been growing delays in completing 

local audits. In July 2023 the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities 

(DLUHC) announced proposals to address the backlog, and is working with all 

stakeholders to tackle the complex issues involved. The proposals include the possibility 

of a time-limited revision to the Code of Audit Practice, which may reduce the amount of 

audit work needed while the backlogs are resolved. System leadership arrangements 

are also evolving, with the expected transfer of shadow system leadership from DLUHC 

to the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) in the near future.  

4 PSAA is required under the local audit regulations to consult on and set the 2023/24 fee 

scale by 1 December 2023. Proposals to address the audit backlog are still under 

consideration and any changes affecting fees are still to be confirmed, so we cannot 

reflect them in the proposed fee scale yet. We are therefore consulting on the basis of 

existing audit requirements. We will need to assess the impact on audit fees once 

changes are confirmed, and at that point we will write to opted-in bodies to set out how 

we will update fees. Where an auditor has collected audit fees in part or in full and a 

change in requirements means that the total work done represents less than the fee 

already collected, then the auditor must return the balance and refund the body the 

appropriate amount. This ensures that bodies pay only for work that has been done. 

5 Our fee scale proposals for 2023/24 audits are set out in more detail in the body of this 

consultation. In summary, they involve ensuring that scale fees are fully and consistently 

updated for the start of the new appointing period. This means that the scale fee for 

each opted-in body better reflects the audit work required under the current Code of 

Audit Practice published by the National Audit Office and the regulatory expectations of 

the FRC. Updating the fee scale in this way will have the benefit of making expected 

fees clearer for opted-in bodies much earlier in the audit cycle and reducing the volume 

of ongoing fee variations.  

6 The consultation explains how PSAA proposes to calculate the audit fees which will 

make up the 2023/24 fee scale. The proposals involve managing the impact of a range 

of elements, including the additional fees now required for recurrent additional work; 

changes in local audit requirements (for example updated technical standards); and 
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adjustments at individual bodies where local circumstances now require more audit work 

than previously. The 2023/24 scale fee calculation involves: 

a) the scale fee for the previous year (2022/23), as the starting point; 

b) adding in fees for any changes in the audit work now needed, replacing the need for 

fee variations wherever possible; and 

c) taking the total of the previous scale fee plus the additional work needed (a plus b) 

and applying the procurement adjustment for the new contract rates for audit firms. 

7 When we announced the outcome of the procurement in October 2022, we advised 

opted-in bodies to anticipate a major re-set of total fees for 2023/24 involving an 

increase estimated in the order of 150% on total fees (that is, scale fees plus additional 

fees) for 2022/23. We are now able to confirm the increase required is 151%.  

8 We recognise the significant financial pressures on all types of local government bodies 

and understand that any further cost pressure is unwelcome. However, the level at 

which we are proposing to set the 2023/24 fee scale is determined by the audit work 

needed to deliver audits compliant with the requirements of the Code of Audit Practice, 

and market rates. 

9 The PSAA Board will consider consultation responses carefully in determining the final 

fee scale for 2023/24. We will publish the final fee scale on our website by 30 November 

2023. 

 

 

Responding to the consultation 

We welcome comments on the proposals contained in this document. Please provide your 

feedback at: 

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/ZS8YK3K 

The consultation will close at noon on Tuesday 10 October 2023. 
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The 2023/24 fee scale 

Introduction 

10 PSAA is required under the Local Audit (Appointing Person) Regulations 2015 to consult 

on and prescribe a scale or scales of fees for bodies that have opted into its national 

auditor appointment scheme.  

11 A scale of fees must relate to a particular financial year and must be set by 1 December 

of the relevant year. A published fee scale cannot be amended after the statutory 

publication date. 

12 The 2023/24 fee scale consultation is taking place in the context of considerable 

turbulence and uncertainty in the local audit system. Following a number of widely 

reported financial failures in the private sector the government commissioned a series of 

reviews of audit and has subsequently consulted on proposals for change. The 2020 

Redmond review focused specifically on the local audit system and the transparency of 

local authority financial reporting. It highlighted a lack of coherence and leadership in the 

current local audit framework, contributing to wider issues including audit delays and 

market instability.  

13 Audit delays have become more prevalent in the local audit system under the pressure 

of additional audit requirements, increasing expectations from professional regulators, 

shortages of experienced auditors and greater complexity of transactions and structures 

at opted-in bodies. In July 2023 DLUHC announced proposals to address the backlog, 

and is working in tandem with the FRC and all other stakeholders to find a sustainable 

solution.  

14 System leadership arrangements are also evolving, with the expected transfer of 

shadow system leadership from DLUHC to the FRC ahead of the creation of a new 

regulator, the Audit, Reporting and Governance Authority, which will become the system 

leader for local audit.  

15 The 2023/24 fee scale is the first in the second five-year appointing period specified by 

PSAA, covering 2023/24 to 2027/28 audits. Auditors will undertake their work under new 

contracts. The bid prices we received in the procurement involve a significant increase 

compared to our previous procurement in 2017, reflecting the major challenges in the 

wider audit market and in the local audit system. 

The 2023/24 fee scale 

16 In setting the 2023/24 fee scale, PSAA is proposing to update individual scale fees to 

ensure they reflect current audit requirements for all opted-in bodies. This updating is 

particularly important for the 2023/24 fee scale, to ensure fees are set on a consistent 

and equitable basis at the start of the new contract period.   

17 We propose that the 2023/24 fee scale should include the following elements: 

a) the scale fees set for 2022/23; 

PLUS: 
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b) approved fee variations for recurrent additional work in prior years that have not yet 

been included in the fee scale, or estimates where fee variations are yet to be 

determined (for example where audit completions have been delayed); 

c) fees where changes in audit requirement for prior years have required additional 

work and these fees have not yet been consolidated into the fee scale (for example 

the requirement for the VFM arrangements commentary); 

d) fees for new changes in audit requirements, where there is appropriate evidence to 

support consolidation at this point; 

e) adjustments at specific bodies where there are special circumstances; and 

f) the adjustment required for the procurement outcome. 

18 Further information on each element is provided in the following paragraphs.  

The scale fees set for 2022/23  

19 In setting the fee scale each year, we use the scale fees for the previous year as the 

starting point before taking into account any necessary adjustments, for example in 

respect of any recurring approved fee variations. This should provide the most up-to-

date information available about the work required to deliver an audit compliant with the 

Code of Audit Practice and regulatory requirements at each opted-in body. 

20 However, the impact of delayed audit completions meant that when we consulted on and 

set the last fee scale in autumn 2022, we did not have complete data on the total fees 

needed for all audits. We were therefore not able to update the scale fees for ongoing 

additional work at all opted-in bodies when we set the 2022/23 fee scale. 

Fee variations for recurrent requirements not yet included in the fee scale 

21 Auditors may find it necessary to carry out additional audit work to give their audit 

opinion. This may be because requirements have changed, or it may be due to local 

circumstances. The local audit regulations allow for additional fees to be payable where 

substantial additional work is required. Additional fees are evaluated under our fee 

variations process and are subject to PSAA approval.  

22 Where the additional audit work is of an ongoing nature we consolidate the additional 

fee into the fee scale fee at the earliest opportunity, to reflect the need for that work in 

future years and reduce the need for fee variations. In contrast, non-recurrent additional 

work continues to be dealt with through one-off fee variations each year. 

23 For the 2023/24 fee scale we are proposing to update the scale fees for individual opted-

in bodies where additional recurrent audit work is needed. We will use information on 

approved fee variations for prior years or estimated figures where audits have been 

delayed. This updating process will put the scale fees for all 2023/24 audits onto an 

equal basis. 

24 The categories of additional work where we have reviewed approved fee variations or 

proposed estimates for consolidation cover: group accounts, pension valuation, PPE 

valuation, enhanced audit requirements in relation to public interest entities and major 

local audits, increased FRC challenge, PFI, and investment valuation (pension funds).  
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25 We have considered the applicability of each category to each opted-in body to ensure 

we are consolidating the proposed additional fees consistently and equitably. In some 

cases, for example bodies with long-standing group accounts requirements, if we have 

not previously consolidated a fee variation into the scale fee but are aware that group 

accounts are required, we have updated the proposed 2023/24 scale fee to include this. 

26 While most PFI schemes will be long-standing schemes, an incoming audit firm will not 

be familiar with the details of each scheme and will need to undertake additional work to 

understand the scheme and model. This additional work will require a fee variation. 

27 It is important to stress that consolidating additional fees for recurrent requirements 

identified in prior years does not change the total fee to be charged. It introduces greater 

certainty on fees and will help to address the current imbalance where fee variations 

have become a significant proportion of the total audit fee required. 

Changes in local audit requirements  

28 Audit requirements have increased in recent years as a result of increased regulatory 

challenge, changes to the audit work required under the Code of Audit Practice and 

updated auditing and financial reporting standards.  

29 Where local audit requirements change or are updated PSAA must consider the 

potential impact of each development on the fee scale. We need to consider whether 

additional fees are appropriate, whether we can estimate the additional fees based on 

reliable evidence, and at what point it is appropriate to incorporate the fees into the 

proposed fee scale. When consolidating fees into the fee scale it is particularly important 

to avoid the risk of over-estimating the additional audit work needed in the longer term. 

30 Over the last three years we have commissioned external independent technical 

research to provide information, analysis and recommendations to support our work on 

updating the fee scale. This work has also provided input to our fee variations reviews. 

The results of this work support the information paper we publish each year in relation to 

audit fees.  

31 Based on the research this year we are now able to determine the level at which it is 

reasonable to consolidate additional work into the 2023/24 fee scale for:  

• the VFM arrangements commentary that replaced the previous binary conclusion in 

the 2020 Code of Audit Practice, effective from 2020/21 audits; and 

• additional requirements in ISA (UK) 540 (revised) Auditing Accounting Estimates, 

effective from 2020/21 audits. 

32 We have previously published indicative minimum additional fee ranges for work in 

these areas from 2020/21 onwards, and will publish an update for 2022/23 audits in 

September 2023. The level at which we propose to consolidate additional fees for the 

work into the 2023/24 fee scale assumes there is nothing unusual about the 

circumstances of an individual body and that good arrangements and internal controls 

are in place.  
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VFM arrangements commentary – fees for consolidation 

Body type Minimum core range published 
for 2020/21 and 2021/22 audits 

Benchmark level for inclusion 
in 2023/24 fee scale 

District councils £6,000-£11,000 £8,500 

County councils £10,000-£19,000 £14,500 

Unitary authorities 
London borough councils 
Metropolitan district councils 

£10,000-£19,000 £14,500 

Police and crime commissioners 
and chief constables 

£6,000-£11,000 

Split between PCC and CC not 
specified 

£8,500 in total, split as: 

£5,700 PCC 

£2,800 Chief constable 

Fire authorities £5,000-£9,000 £5,250 

Other local government bodies 

(such as combined authorities, 
national park authorities)  

Not specified, as the number of 
bodies by body type is too small 
and arrangements are variable 

Based on average of approved 
fee variations by body type 

 
ISA 540 revised – fees for consolidation 

Body type Minimum core fee published for 
2020/21 and 2021/22 audits 

Benchmark level for inclusion 
in 2023/24 fee scale 

District councils £2,500 £2,000 

County councils £3,800 £3,000 

Unitary authorities 
London borough councils 
Metropolitan district councils 

£4,400 £3,500 

Police and crime commissioners 
and chief constables 

£2,500 

Covers both 

£2,000 in total, split as: 

£1,300 PCC 

£700 Chief constable 

Fire authorities £1,900 £1,500 

Pension fund audits £1,600 £2,000 

Other local government bodies 

(such as combined authorities, 
national park authorities)  

Not specified, as the number of 
bodies by body type is too small 
and arrangements are variable 

Based on average of approved 
fee variations by body type 

 

33 For work on the VFM arrangements commentary it is important to note that: 

• the NAO guidance requires the auditor to make a judgement on the work required at 

each body based on a risk assessment. Where previously approved fee variations 

for the core work are higher than the proposed benchmark, we expect to consolidate 

the higher figure recognising that additional work is required; 

• where we have not yet received fee variations for individual bodies, or where the 

audit is moving to a new appointed audit firm from 2023/24, we expect to use the 

benchmark figure for fee scale consolidation; and 

• any work required in addition to the core work on the commentary, for example on 

specific risks, would continue to be subject to one-off fee variations because the 
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work will vary from year to year and the additional fees should not therefore be 

consolidated into the fee scale. 

Other changes in local audit requirements  

34 Our fees research has also considered whether it would be appropriate to determine 

suggested fee ranges or consolidate additional fees into the fee scale for other new 

requirements, including: 

• ISA 315 revised (risks of material misstatement), applicable from 2022/23;  

• ISA 240 revised (auditor’s responsibilities relating to fraud), applicable from 2021/22; 

and 

• IFRS 16 (leasing), applicable from 2024/25. 

35 The research has concluded that it is premature at this stage to consolidate additional 

fees into the fee scale for these requirements because: 

• the research could not identify a consistent basis for estimating the additional fees 

needed at this stage in the application of the new requirements; 

• there is expected to be a significant first year effect which it would not be appropriate 

to consolidate into the fee scale; and 

• the level at which consolidation will be appropriate is likely to be variable depending 

on the circumstances of individual bodies. 

36 We therefore propose using the fee variations process to establish a realistic fee level 

for consolidation into a future fee scale.  

37 We have also considered the expectation in NAO auditor guidance that auditors of 

pension funds should provide IAS 19 assurances under the scope of the Code of Audit 

Practice to auditors of admitted bodies that are relevant local audit bodies. We propose 

including an additional fee for this work into the 2023/24 scale fee for each pension fund 

audit, calculated based on the number of assurances expected for local audit bodies. 

Adjustments for specific opted-in bodies 

38 As part of our work to update the fee scale we have considered whether there are opted-in 

bodies which have experienced significant changes in size or complexity or other factors, 

and assessed whether it is appropriate to make adjustments to the 2023/24 scale fee.  

39  We propose making a temporary scale fee adjustment in less than 20 cases, but 

subject to detailed review after the first audit year in order to compare to the actual 

outcome. We will then determine if the adjustment is correct or requires further 

refinement for subsequent years. 

40 Our aim in amending the 2023/24 scale fee in this way is to provide a more realistic 

scale fee for opted-in bodies. 

Adjustment for the procurement outcome  

41 PSAA announced the outcome of the procurement for the appointing period 2023/24-

2027/28 in October 2022. We advised opted-in bodies to anticipate a major re-set of 
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total fees for 2023/24, involving an increase of the order of 150% on the total expected 

fees for 2022/23, based on the information available at the time, some of which had to 

be estimated.  

42 The finalised adjustment required is 151%, reflecting latest information on approved fee 

variations and confirmed auditor appointments for each firm.  

43 Calculation of the procurement uplift of 151% also applies to the hourly rates used to 

calculate fees for additional work, as set out below. 
 

Additional fee hourly rates 

Grade Hourly rates 
for audit year 

2022/23 

Audit fee adjustment to 
reflect the procurement 

outcome (uplift by 151%)  

Hourly rates for 
audit year 2023/24 

(rounded) 

Partner or Director £165 £249 £414 

Senior Manager or Manager £91 £137 £228 

Senior Auditor £59 £89 £148 

Other £45 £68 £113 

For example, an additional fee of £10,000 for audit year 2022/23 would generate a fee of 
£25,100 for comparable work in audit year 2023/24.  
 

44 PSAA sets the fee scale each year based on the income it needs from audit fees to 

meet the costs of the audit contracts, and its own costs (1.4% of the total). Periodically 

we return any surplus to opted-in bodies by means of a distribution, once it is clear the 

surplus is no longer needed to discharge our responsibilities. 
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Summary of Proposal 

45 In summary, we propose that the fee scale for 2023/24 will be built up as follows: 
 

2023/24 fee scale: proposed elements 

A The scale fees for 2022/23 

Plus: 

B Fee variations for recurrent additional audit work in prior years not yet included in scale 
fees 

C Changes in local audit requirements  

D Adjustments at specific bodies for local circumstances 

E Adjustment for the procurement outcome 

 

46 We will write to each individual opted-in body during the consultation period to set out 

their expected scale fee based on these elements. We have set out below an example 

of how the scale fee will be made up: 

 

Example 

1) 2022/23 scale fee £52,140 

2) Add: approved fee variations or estimates for recurring work* not already 
included 

£10,500 

3) Add: changes in audit requirements (VFM arrangements, ISA 540) £10,000 

4) Add: adjustment for special circumstances (where applicable) 0 

5) 2022/23 scale fees plus recurring fees £72,640 

6) Audit fee adjustment to reflect the procurement outcome (uplift by 151%) £109,686 

Total scale fee for 2023/24 £182,326 

* The categories of work we have included in our review of approved fee variations are: group 

accounts, pension valuation, PPE valuation, enhanced audit requirements in relation to public 

interest entities and major local audits, increased FRC challenge, PFI, and investment valuation 

(pension funds). 
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Additional information 

Statement of responsibilities 

47 The statement of responsibilities of auditors and audited bodies sets out the 

expectations on which scale fees are based. The statement effectively represents the 

terms of engagement between appointed auditors and audited bodies and summarises 

their respective responsibilities.  

48 Scale fees are based on the expectation that audited bodies can provide the auditor with 

complete and materially accurate financial statements and supporting working papers 

within agreed timeframes. Local fee variations may be required where a body is unable 

to fulfil these requirements.  

49 The statement of responsibilities also applies to auditors. Additional audit costs that 

arise due to auditors not meeting expectations in relation to their responsibilities are 

ineligible for a fee variation. 

Value added tax  

50 Individual audit fees under the 2023/24 fee scale do not include value added tax (VAT), 

which will be charged at the prevailing rate, currently 20 per cent, on all work done. 

New contract management arrangements 

51 We have strengthened contract management provisions in the 2022 audit services 

contracts to reflect the changed local audit market and to address feedback from opted-

in bodies about audit delivery. It remains the case that, once appointed, auditors 

exercise their responsibilities independently under local audit legislation and the 

professional framework.  

52 Our audit firms are contractually obliged to deliver the audits in accordance with the 

method statements outlined in their tender responses. Where this does not occur, we 

have mechanisms we can use to support performance improvement. These measures 

include: 

• firms will be paid when they deliver on four predefined audit milestones (each 

attracting 25% of the scale fee), rather than on the basis of four quarterly payments 

as previously; 

• we have introduced KPIs linked to the audit delivery lifecycle and a quarterly 

contract monitoring review process; 

• there is a review procedure through which we can require a supplier at their own 

cost to amend its method statement, if it becomes clear that the current one does 

not satisfy its obligations under the contract; and 

• there is a rectification plan process which we may invoke if the supplier fails to 

comply with its obligations under the contract. 

53 We will revisit the actual milestones and KPIs if the expected backlog solution changes 

the framework. We also recognise that while we have strengthened the contract 

provisions to reflect changes in local audit, the ultimate sanction of being able to remove 
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auditors from appointments remains largely moot as there is no surplus capacity in the 

local audit market. PSAA is committed to working with all stakeholders to support the 

changes needed in the local audit system. 

Next steps 

54 We welcome comments from opted-in bodies and other stakeholders on the proposals 

outlined in this document. The closing date for comments is noon on Tuesday 10 

October 2023.   

55 Please respond to the consultation using the survey provided: 

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/ZS8YK3K 

56 Information about this consultation and the 2023/24 fee scale is available on our 

website. 

57 If you have any questions about the consultation please send them to: 

workandfeesconsultation@psaa.co.uk. 

58 We will consider carefully the responses to this consultation in setting the 2023/24 fee 

scale, which we will publish by 30 November 2023. 

59 If you have comments about the way the consultation has been conducted, these should 

be sent by email to generalenquiries@psaa.co.uk. 
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